
 

Benefits of Laboratory Glove Boxes  
 
The Laboratory Glove Box is used to create a controlled atmosphere, an important condition 

for evolving processes, experimenting, or handling sensitive materials. Protection from the 

air and all contamination, ideal product protection, and operator security are all 

guaranteed. 

Chief Uses of Laboratory Glove Boxes 

Laboratory glove boxes take the procedure of enclosed stainless-steel enclosures with a 

clear working face, handling gloves, regulation units, classy transfer, and purification 

systems. They let the handling of materials & products which must not come into interact 

with the ambient air or spread in the environment. 

Components of a Laboratory Glove Box and Their Roles 

The Components of a Laboratory Glove Box play a precise role in ensuring its proper 

working: 

The Main Chamber 

The chief chamber of a laboratory glove box is the work part for the operators. All 

operations take place in this sealed protective enclosure. It should have several transparent 

work surfaces for improved visualization during handling. 

The Protective Gloves 

The protective gloves are attached to the support rings situated on the working face. In 

totalling this personal protection, the worker must use his protective gloves to handle the 

products and compounds. 

One to Numerous Transfer Airlocks 

A laboratory glove box must have at least one transmission airlock. High-end glove boxes 

have more than one and this sophisticated system is valuable when products & instruments 

need to be presented into the main chamber. It prevents breaks in containment and in 

some glove boxes, it is better to have an inlet airlock & an outlet airlock. 

Sensors & Regulators 

Every project may involve diverse types of materials. Depending on the circumstances 

necessary for their handling, the chemical arrangement of the glove box can be accustomed. 

Pressure and temperature are adjusted by regulators. The humidity & oxygen levels are 

checked by sensors. 

Automatic Flow Rate 

The occurrence of automatic safety flow is obligatory only on glove boxes used for staff 

protection. The system mechanically compensates for pressure drops that could be due to 



an accidental break in containment thus ensuring optimum safety. Thus, the limited 

atmosphere cannot escape from the attachment. The enclosure of a lab glove box is 

protective and set to an air pressure low or high than the atmospheric pressure. You can use 

a laboratory glove box when you want to handle toxic substances and active ingredients.  

Want to get the best Laboratory Glove Box 

If you are interested in purchasing the best Laboratory Glove Box, you can free contact to 

Cleatech get the Laboratory Glove Box that suits you. 
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